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How Finnish Hotline Nettivihje Operates?

Nettivihje receives online reports containing possible Child Sexual Abuse Material (CSAM).

"Seems this violates children's rights!"

Hotline analysts assess all the reports.

Material assessed to be possibly illegal CSAM is forwarded to the INHOPE Hotline in the hosting country.

CSAM is processed in the country where the illegal material is hosted.

LEA & Internet Service Provider (ISP) take necessary actions to remove illegal content from the Internet.

More than 90% of the confirmed CSAM worldwide was removed within 3 working days.

Report it. Don't ignore it.

You can make a difference. Report CSAM to a hotline.
Finnish Hotline
January 1<sup>th</sup> – December 31<sup>th</sup> 2016 (N=1 782)

- Child sexual abuse material: 37%
- Inappropriate child related sexual material: 28%
- Not accessible/Not found: 21%
- Not illegal sexual content (over 18/adult): 16%

1.1 – 31.12.2015 (N=3 559)
USE THE RIGHT TERM
Support the use of appropriate terminology to avoid undervaluing the sexual abuse and exploitation of children.

Child sexual exploitation
Child sexual abuse

Child Pornography

Child sex tourism
Child sex worker
Child sex prostitute

One single report to a Hotline makes a world of difference

It’s about Children’s Rights

Thank you!
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